There really is a difference between reading the Bible and engaging with the Bible. Kids can study the Bible. Help them dig deeper by discovering some study methods that fit their personality, using ready-to-fill-in templates, and providing them with handy materials.

Encourage your children to engage with God’s Word by creating Bible Study Baskets for them. Fill the baskets with the essentials. Then, if you are able, add one or two BONUS items to make it even more fun!

**BIBLE STUDY BASKETS**

- **Basket** – to hold the items. This can be anything from a simple, inexpensive plastic box to a cute tote.
- **Bible**
- **Journal** – At first you may want to start out with composition books or journals from the dollar bin. Let your child personalize their notebook by decorating the cover or first page.
- **Writing Instruments** - pens and pencils
- **Color Utensils** - Choose age appropriate items from things such as crayons, color pencils, and markers.

**BONUS ITEM IDEAS**

- Bible dictionary
- Journaling Bible
- Crayola Twistables
- Stickers

- Washi tape
- Stamps and stamp pads
- Art journal
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